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Clothing proclaims wearers’ faithNCAA hoops 
brings illegal 
betting to light
From left, junior communications majors Aiesha Gataani and Jana Abdelgawad enter their classroom on the second fl oor of Hugh Gillis Hall 
Tuesday night.  Both are wearing traditional Muslim hijabs, as their religion requires them to.
Daniel Miranda /  Daily Staff
By Claire Taylor
Daily Staff Writer
The clothing one chooses to 
wear often acts as a statement of 
what that person wants to promote. 
Some people wear jerseys support-
ing their favorite sports teams, 
others wear T-shirts with logos of 
bands or organizations and some at-
tach buttons or patches to their bags 
demonstrating a political affi liation.
Clothing often acts as an easy 
means for prejudice, said associate 
professor of sociology David As-
quith in an e-mail.
“Clothes may conveniently iden-
tify targets for suspicion, ridicule or 
even hostility,” he said.
While students wearing religious 
clothing might be singled out for 
verbal or physical attacks, some 
students at San Jose State University 
feel the mixture of faces at this cam-
pus eliminates religious students’ 
possible fears of discrimination.
Jana Abdelgawad, a junior 
majoring in communications with 
an emphasis on pre-law, is Muslim. 
Every day, she said, she wears a scarf 
called a hijab that covers her hair 
and frames her face.
Abdelgawad said Islam is the 
religion of Muslims and that their 
holy book is the Quran. In the 
Quran, she said, God tells women 
to cover themselves — their heads, 
arms and legs — for modesty, to 
allow women to be looked at by 
men who are not related to them 
based on who they are and not their 
bodies.
She said Muslim women choose 
to begin wearing the hijab once they 
hit puberty and only wear it in front 
of men who aren’t related to them. 
She said she removes the hijab as 
soon as she gets home.
Though one might think this 
physical expression of her faith 
would make her stand out, Abdelga-
wad said the Bay Area is so diverse 
that she has experienced very few 
instances of negativity from others 
because of her religious clothing, 
and none of them at SJSU.
“Even the people that don’t 
wear it or that don’t know Muslims, 
they’ve seen (the hijab). It’s not 
something unusual,” she said. 
“Nobody looks.”
Aiesha Gataani, also a junior 
majoring in communications with 
an emphasis on pre-law, is friends 
with Abdelgawad and is also 
Muslim. She said she feels people 
in the Bay Area are typically open-
minded.
“It’s so diverse here that it’s 
not really that big of a deal if I 
cover my hair,” she said. “It’s like the 
same thing if you choose to wear a 
short skirt or something — it’s just 
clothing.”
Jacob Orrin, a member of 
the Jewish Student Union, said 
he doesn’t defi ne himself by his 
religion, but that his religion is a 
part of who he is.
“Here (in the Bay Area) you 
fi nd people defi ning themselves by, 
in my opinion, far better standards, 
(such as) ‘I am a kind person, I am a 
“this” person, I am a “that” person,’ 
rather than, ‘I am a Muslim, I 
am a Jew, I am a Christian.’ And 
therefore that breaks down those 
barriers,” he said.
Orrin, a junior majoring in busi-
ness administration, said he used to 
Mr. Bloody gets pumped  ...
By Claudia Plascencia
Daily Staff Writer
Art comes in many shapes, forms and mediums. Artists 
sometimes create through painting, drawing or sculpting and 
even digitally through computers.
One group of students at San Jose State University is creat-
ing art using an unusual medium — wire.
The students in Terry Cunniff ’s 3-D concepts class, which 
meets in the Art building Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 p.m. 
to 5:50 p.m., recently worked on a project where they each had 
to make a model of a microorganism using wire.
Students were able to choose from several different micro-
organisms, mostly single-celled, and they took several steps to 
arrive at the fi nished product.
“First we sketched it and tried to compose it from different 
angles. Then we tried to fi gure out how it would look in 3-D,” 
said Amy Carsten, a junior graphic design major in the 3-D 
concepts class.
She said they had to make a smaller wire version of the 
microorganism before making the larger, fi nal version.
Carsten said she was making a radiolarian, a type of one-
celled microorganism.
“I think I’m like 30 percent done, so I’ve got a long way to 
go,” Carsten said.
She said she is used to working in two dimensions because 
she is a graphic design major, so the 3-D concepts course has 
been somewhat challenging for her.
“I am defi nitely gaining a new appreciation for someone 
who has to do sculptures for a living,” Carsten said. “I prefer 
2-D.”
Carsten said the project was frustrating at times.
“Unlike the computer, you have to really start from scratch,” 
Carsten said. “Sometimes you do something that you didn’t 
intend, but it turns out to be better than what you intended.”
One student decided to think “out of the box” on this 
project by creating a different type of microscopic life-form, 
a fetus.
Robert Sherwood, a junior art major, said he was surfi ng 
the Internet for some ideas and was inspired after seeing pho-
tographs of microscopic life-forms taken by award-winning 
Swedish photographer Lennart Nilsson.
Nilsson started using a device known as an endoscope in the 
1960s to photograph the inside of the human body, according 
to pbs.org.
Since then, Nilsson has photographed such things as blood 
vessels, the HIV virus, fetuses and other objects dealing with 
life and death, from which Sherwood drew his inspiration.
“I wanted to do the beginnings of life,” Sherwood said. “It’s 
something that looks alien that becomes human.” 
Tim Kelm, a junior art major, said he enjoyed the class 
While talking on his phone, Andrew Chin (left) is surprised by Mr. Bloody who was trying to recruit donors for the blood 
drive on Thursday.  Chin is a junior management information systems major.  In the Mr. Bloody suit is Diony Pabalan 
(middle), a freshman nursing major, and on the right is volunteer Sunshine Saguil, a sophomore communications major.  
The blood drive was held on the second fl oor of the Student Union and was sponsored by the Red Cross.      
Andrew Hendershot / Daily Staff
3-D concepts class molds microorganisms out of wire
Students hold fund-raiser 
for D.C. women’s march
By Claire Taylor
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University chapter of the 
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance held 
a fund-raiser outside the Student Union on 
Thursday from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Erika Jackson, president of SJSU’s chapter of 
the alliance, said the aim was to raise money to 
send members of the alliance to the March for 
Women’s Lives in Washington, D.C.
The march will be held April 25, according 
to a fl ier for the event, to raise awareness about 
current issues related to abortion rights.
According to the National Organization for 
Women Web site, 750,000 people showed up to 
the last national march in 1992.
At Thursday’s event, a banner of lavender 
material lay across a table, and a sign on a post 
beside the table read, “Send your pro-choice 
message to Washington — sign the banner and 
leave a hand.”
Students and faculty members who donated 
money were given the opportunity to leave a 
paint handprint and a handwritten message on 
the banner in an array of colors. Colors could be 
mixed, and gloves were available for those who 
didn’t want to get their hands dirty.
Jackson, a senior double majoring in anthro-
pology and behavioral science, said four of the 
alliance’s seven active members are attending 
the march: Jackson, outreach coordinator Anne 
Chau, events chair Jessica Martin and former 
alliance president Angie Fernandez.
Jackson said three others are interested 
in making the trip to the Washington, D.C., 
march.
At the end of the fund-raiser, Jackson said the 
alliance had raised just shy of $100, falling short 
of its goal of $250 for the day.
The suggested donation was $3 for students 
and $5 for staff and faculty. Many people 
stopped by and dropped a dollar in the donation 
jar as they passed, without leaving a handprint 
or note.
Jackson said the largest single donation the 
alliance received was $50.
Cindy Bick, a sophomore aviation major and 
a women’s studies minor who is also a member 
of the feminist alliance, helped with the fund-
raiser. She said she thinks the issue of abortion 
rights is an important one and hoped to get as 
many handprints as possible.
“The more signatures, the more handprints 
we get, and the more voices that we get to 
represent it, the better,” she said. “So we’re trying 
to get all our friends and everyone that we know, 
everyone that’s outside, to sign.” 
Huong Nguyen, a senior majoring in social 
work, chose a dark purple for her handprint.
“I think it’s a good cause because a lot of 
people don’t know they have the right to have a 
choice,” she said.
She said she wrote “Pro-choice YAY!” on the 
banner.
Other students had fun with their comments 
or handprints. One handprint had fi ngernails 
painted on it.
Jackson said the alliance has also held a bake 
sale, sent out letters to faculty members and sold 
T-shirts at an event called “Dance for Change” 
to raise money, and the alliance has other 
see RELIGION, page 3
see 3-D, page 3
see MARCH, page 3
see GAMBLING, page 3
By Theresa Smith 
Daily Staff Writer 
March Madness, when 65 men’s college 
basketball teams battle it out in a tournament for 
the national title, is also a time when money starts 
rolling as fans across the country fi ll out their 
brackets and place bets.
Though it is hard to pinpoint just how much 
money changes hands during the NCAA cham-
pionship event, Phil Johnson, head coach of San 
Jose State University’s men’s basketball team, said 
gambling is unethical.  
Johnson said he remembers when he was the 
assistant coach for the University of Arizona in 
1997 and how the town of Tucson supported that 
team for many reasons other than money. 
“Ten years ago people watched for the teams 
and the area, but now it’s all a money interest,” 
Johnson said.  
Brackets for the basketball tournament are 
available to be downloaded on many Web sites, 
including ESPN.com, NCAAsports.com and 
SportsIllustrated.com.
On the ESPN Insider Web site, there is a 
“bracketology” tournament guide that shares 
several stories, tips and guidelines instructing fans 
on what to do before fi lling in their brackets and 
getting the most out of their “tourney” experi-
ence.
Though it offers printable brackets, the NCAA 
does not approve of sports wagering, whether legal 
or illegal. Betting on the games compromises the 
well-being of the athletes and the intercollegiate 
athletic society, according to the NCAA Web 
site. 
The Web site describes sports betting as 
demeaning to the competition, which should be 
appreciated for the participation of the students, 
coaches and institutions involved.
Sgt. John Laws of the University Police 
Department at SJSU said there is a lot of much 
room for things to go wrong when betting on 
college students.
According to California penal code 
337A,which states gambling in the state is illegal, 
“every person who engages in pool selling or 
bookmaking, with or without writing, at anytime 
or place; (whether) for gain, hire, reward, or 
gratuitously … is punishable by imprisonment in 
the county jail for a period of not more than one 
year or in the state prison.”
Johnson said he doesn’t think any coach would 
agree with betting on students, however, the for-
mer University of Washington head football coach 
Rick Neuheisel was fi red in 2003 for participating 
in an NCAA men’s basketball betting pool after 
he won two years in a row. 
UPD Sgt. Jenny Pak said, “As long as there is 
a law to enforce and there is a report of an activity 
(gambling), we, as the police, have to look into 
that.”
With teams like Duke University, Stanford 
University and Syracuse University already 
unloading their fi rst round of competitors, the 
game of gambling has just started to take its toll 
on big money pools. 
In 2003, a total of 715,080 people were in 
attendance for the six-round tournament, with 
54,524 attending the fi nal game, according to the 
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Six years ago, I was in New Orleans on Lundi Gras (the 
day before Mardi Gras), watching a parade that included a 
number of high school marching bands.
As the rows of teenagers continued past me, three girls 
— all African American — caught my eye. Their band was 
between songs, and they were chatting as they marched 
along.
I had no idea what they were discussing, but it could 
have been anything — how tired their feet were, why 
one of them thought some boy at school was cute or why 
another wanted to come to New Orleans for college.
Suddenly I thought about how unfair stereotypes are.
These girls could have completely different futures 
— one might become a doctor and another a soldier, while 
the last might have a baby in a year or two and never have 
a paying career — and yet some people would just see three 
black girls and lump them together, not crediting them 
with having individual personalities.
It is all too easy to operate on stereotypes. When I 
was young, I put women on a pedestal with the “sugar 
and spice and everything nice” stereotype. And while the 
“madonna” image may not be as insulting to women as its 
counterpoint — the “whore” — it is nonetheless just as 
confi ning and unrealistic. It too defi nes women in relation 
to men and by their sex rather than by the totality of who 
they are.
I needed to evolve my view of women to see them as 
human, warts and all, dreams and all.
What has helped me in that regard has been getting to 
know many women. In most of my jobs over 25 years, I 
have been in the minority as a man. There have been long 
stretches where I was the only man in my department.
Because of this, I have heard conversations that would 
scare away many guys. The pains associated with periods, 
miscarriages, childbirth, menopause — I have heard it all.
Rather than sitting there plugging my ears, I listened 
and observed and learned.
I have learned that most women can be 
survivors. I know single moms raising their 
children with varying degrees of involvement 
from the fathers — maybe the guy did not 
come around because he was a deadbeat, 
maybe she didn’t want him around because he 
was an addict.
I have learned that some women want 
careers and are perfectly content without 
children, while others ache because they didn’t 
or couldn’t have children.
I have gotten insight into some of the 
mysteries about women that confound men.
Question: why will women go to the 
restroom in a group when, say, dining out? 
Answer: even if men realize mixed-company conversation 
is different from guy talk or girl talk, and though they may 
joke about women wanting the chance to gossip, many guys 
apparently don’t notice that a community trip to the ladies’ 
room also frees them up to talk about action fl icks or the 
Final Four.
I understand why many women pay close attention to 
their clothes and makeup. (This one gets complicated.)
Is it to please men? Is it to show up other women?
Well, both of those answers are partly true, but they’re 
incomplete.
A woman does it to appeal to her mate or to the pool of 
potential partners — this hits on many levels, all the way 
down to mating and breeding, a biological imperative.
And she wants to rank herself against, 
but stand out from, her competition 
— again down to the basics.
But a woman also does it to improve her 
mood or for self-expression.
The key to all this, however, is that the 
order of these factors is constantly in fl ux. 
Sometimes, she will send out signals, even 
if it’s done unconsciously. Other times, she 
just wants to feel good about her appear-
ance.
Through the years, I have also learned 
about myself. I know that I like confi dent 
women — ones who are not just survivors 
but achievers — who are also women of 
character.
I think Elizabeth Hurley is absolutely gorgeous, but 
whenever I have seen her in a movie, I get a sense that she 
is hollow when it comes to character.
Give me Emma Thompson any day. Brains, beauty and 
self-assurance — that’s sexy. (Besides, she’s my age.)
But I still react to a woman’s looks — I’m a sucker for 
short black skirts and ponytails. I may be shallow, but at 
least I’m honest about it.
And I’ve learned that women don’t fi t the duality of 
madonna/whore. They are all over the map:
Outdoor girl Stefani goes to the mountains with her 
husband as often as possible. She was still snowboarding 
when she was fi ve months pregnant.
Supermom Michelle worked part time so she would 
have more time with her four children. But after her 
husband was incapacitated with a brain tumor, she 
switched to full time for the income. She told me if she 
stopped to think about those matters, her emotions would 
swamp her.
Susie, the ever-pragmatic science teacher and registered 
nurse, knows that teenagers will have sex, so she keeps a 
supply of condoms where her sons or their friends can get 
to them readily.
And my cousin Danette was a tomboy at age 10, a 
beauty-college student at 20, and a school psychologist 
at 30.
I know that women are not all sweetness and maternal 
urges. They are also rage, greed, depravity, even murder 
— and everything in between. They are not saints, nor are 
they sex objects or second-class citizens. And every woman 
is too complex to be stereotyped.
So if I ever tried my hand at stand-up comedy, I would 
include the following joke:
“Yeah, I got in touch with my feminine side … what a 
bitch!”
Ron Pangrac is the Spartan Daily copy editor.
“Reloading” appears every Friday.
Understanding the complexity of the human female
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TODAY
School of Art and Design
Student galleries will be on display from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For 
more information, call 924-4330.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass takes place at 12:10 p.m. at the Campus 
Ministry Chapel located at the corner of Tenth and 
San Carlos streets. For more information, call Sister 
Marcia at 938-1610.
SUNDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass will be held at noon and 5 p.m. at the 
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry chapel located on 
the corner of Tenth and San Carlos streets. For more 
information, call Sister Marcia Krause at 
938-1610.
MONDAY
School of Art and Design
Art exhibitions featuring student galleries will be 
on display from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, 
call 924-4330.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass is offered at the SJSU Catholic Campus 
Ministry chapel located on the corner of Tenth and 
San Carlos streets at 12:10 p.m. For more informa-
tion, call Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
Polynesian dance practice will take place from 8 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. in SPX 75. For more information, call 
924-2221.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon 
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled “Sparta Guide.” 
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
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“Little Kabul” is where immigrants who fl ed from a war-
torn Afghanistan call home away from home in Fremont. 
It has grown to become a strong community with unsung 
heroes of its own. 
Some of them grew up in Fremont with parents who 
were forced to leave when the Taliban regime took over 
the government of Afghanistan before the tragic events of 
Sept. 11. 
They know what it takes to work with community 
leaders who are willing to help provide aid and assistance 
to the needy. 
For example, Sen. Barbara Boxer recently introduced 
Senate Bill 2032, the Afghan Women’s 
Security and Freedom Act of 2004, according 
to Senator Boxer’s press offi ce in Washington, 
D.C. 
It is a bill that would help the needs of 
women and children who remain in Afghani-
stan in providing resources from education to 
health services, according to a press release by 
Marilyn Fowler of the Women’s Intercultural 
Network.
The results from such a bill will be helpful 
in rebuilding in areas that are truly needed. 
The reason why the successful 
implementation of a bill for so much 
money might be successful is because 
of the efforts of the Afghan Coali-
tion, which has already been working 
to send money and resources to help 
the needy in Afghanistan since before 
Sept. 11.
Since then, many Afghan people 
who are also local business leaders 
who work hard in and around the 
Fremont area have been participating 
in efforts to help with reconstruction 
efforts that have gone by without 
notice. 
Historically, women in Af-
ghanistan were encouraged to attend 
high school since 1921, according 
to a March article on the Afghan 
Magazine Web site. 
Today, new job training skills for 
the future will need to be taught, 
since the Taliban took over the 
government and harshly discouraged 
women from attending school. 
Building community involvement 
in education involved fund-raising 
events in Fremont for the past several 
years.
One team from the Afghan 
Coalition and Women’s Association 
International did make such a visit 
with supplies and fi nancial aid.
One of the members was a woman 
who worked in the Walnut Creek 
area. 
Her name is Meryem Atiqee Katibi. 
She went with them and paid her own way plus found a 
way to raise money to help others. 
She is indeed one of those unsung heroes. 
Her group visited Peshwar, Pakistan and throughout 
Afghanistan for several weeks, where they delivered blankets 
and clothing to the refugees.
She said one of her goals was to meet with several of the 
tribe leaders about education and ask for help in delivering 
medical supplies and food for the homeless. 
Meeting with them was successful, she said. They were 
able to join together by talking about a common goal to 
bring back a way to educate the children in the different 
provinces. 
Building new schools takes time and money. But the 
Afghan Coalition team members were undaunted. They 
met with leaders in Pakistan to help the conditions of the 
refugees who were separated from their homes while living 
across the border in camps. 
They realized it would take more time 
and more money. 
It was just a start. 
For example, the small group helped to 
reconstruct one building by cleaning and 
painting, but the school bell was a considered 
a prize as it was built from an old Russian 
tank. 
It will continue to require more money 
than what the non-governmental organiza-
tions can provide alone. 
I can only see the members from Little 
Kabul returning to a frustrating experience 
without help from a larger community 
involvement. 
Sen. Boxer has the right idea.
Will she be able to revisit the needs 
with a strong-enough coalition of sup-
port? 
Government funding will require so 
much more than just a bill. 
It will take a larger effort with support 
from our community. 
Letters and calls to federal and 
state leaders will be important to send 
to encourage important legislation to 
become law. 
Implementation on a large scale will 
take time, but it will also require putting 
together the team that has seen success 
in working with the tribal leaders in 
Afghanistan. 
Successful leadership can be found in 
Little Kabul and the Afghan Coalition 
and Women’s Association International 
for the implementation that is required. 
I encourage students to send letters 
of support for the Afghan Coalition for 
the heroic efforts that have been done 
without pomp and circumstance. 
As Little Kabul grows, I will be proud 
to see more opportunities for others like 
Katibi who believe in a strong community 
in Fremont and in Afghanistan. 
Every event you see that supports 
them, please join in. 
Also, visit Fremont when you can. 
See for yourselves how a wonderful 
community can work together to bring about a peaceful 
coexistence during a time of war and sadness. 
Janine Stanhope is the Spartan Daily online editor.
“Flower Child” appears every other Friday.
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STUPID PILLS  AIDAN CASSERLY
Little Kabul helps in the 
rebuilding of Afghanistan 
FLOWER CHILD
“Today, new job 
training skills for 
the future will 
need to be taught, 
since the Taliban 
took over the 
government and 
harshly 
discouraged 
women from 
attending 
school.”
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wear his yarmulke, a small round cap 
worn at the top of the skull, to school 
every day, and occasionally students 
asked him about it.
“I once had someone ask, ‘Are you 
Jewish?’ Like they had no idea that I 
was Jewish,” Orrin said.
He said people don’t typically see 
him as “Mr. Jew” because he wears ca-
sual clothes and his fraternity letters.
He said he stopped wearing his 
yarmulke in public because he wor-
ried about the possibility that people 
acted differently around him because 
he wore a physical expression of his 
religion.
“I’ve never gotten necessarily nega-
tive feedback from anybody, but you 
have to question how people would 
view you otherwise if they did or did 
not know you were Jewish,” he said.
Sunny Singh, a junior majoring in 
civil engineering, is a member of the 
Sikh religion and wears his hair in a 
turban. He said he wraps his head to 
protect his hair. He said he, too, has 
never had anyone express any negative 
feelings toward him in relation to his 
religion.
Both Abdelgawad and Gataani said 
they have visited other states and have 
felt more eyes upon them elsewhere 
than when they are in the Bay Area.
Abdelgawad said it’s obvious she’s 
an outsider when she visits Texas, 
where her mother is from, but she has 
never experienced any real negativity 
there. She said she doesn’t consider 
comments she receives to be stress-
worthy.
Gataani said she recently vis-
ited Georgia and was surprised when 
people stared at her.
“I’m asking my cousins, ‘Why are 
people looking at me, what’s wrong?’ 
and they’re like, ‘Oh, well, you’re 
covered.’ I had no idea until someone 
actually pointed it out to me because 
I never thought twice about it,” she 
said.
In Georgia, one man told her to go 
back to her country, Gataani said.
The man had a thick European 
accent, she said, and she found it odd 
that he would so openly attack her, 
when he was obviously from another 
country and she was born and raised 
in America.
“I just tend to let it go because it’s 
not even worth arguing with somebody 
that ignorant,” she said.
Abdelgawad said she felt some 
negativity after Sept. 11 but recently 
has received very few comments.
“After 9-11 and after all of this 
drama with Al-Qaida, sometimes 
(Muslims) will get certain looks, or 
once in a while you’ll hear some sort of 
comment like ‘Go back to your coun-
try,’ ” she said. “And I’m like, ‘Dude, 
I’m white. I’m totally from here.’ ”
Gataani said she thinks most 
people in the Bay Area weren’t quick 
to judge Muslims after Sept. 11, even 
when it was reported that Al-Qaida 
was involved.
“People knew that sometimes the 
media can be biased and, obviously, 
I’m here in California, I had nothing 
to do with what went on,” she said.
Haleh Rahmani, a sophomore 
majoring in psychology, said she 
also wears her hijab every day. She 
said she’s never felt any negativity 
from other students at SJSU and was 
surprised how many people on campus 
approached her after the World Trade 
Center attacks.
“It was really weird, actually. I 
expected people to be a little bit more 
mean, because of the media and stuff, 
but they were actually really nice,” she 
said. “A lot of teachers and students 
came up to me and said, ‘If you have 
any problems, we’re always here.’ ”
Rahmani said she has had a lot of 
people ask her about her religion.
“It happens pretty much every 
week. It’s a pretty obvious thing, 
wearing the hijab,” she said. “I’ve had a 
lot of people ask me questions, and I’m 
happy they do. I would want them to 
get a real Muslim’s point of view on it 
and not the media version of it.”
Gataani thinks a lot of people either 
know about the hijab or don’t feel it’s 
appropriate to approach her. She said 
she is happy to answer questions from 
those who are curious.
“It’s really rare (that people ask), 
and when they do, they’re so courte-
ous and kind and they’re so worried 
that they’re going to offend me,” she 
said. “If you look different, you have 
to expect that people are going to 
wonder why you’re dressed that way 
or whatever it is that you’re doing 
differently.”
Abdelgawad said fewer and fewer 
people ask her about her religion today 
than have in the past and that more 
people approached her shortly after 
Sept. 11.
“After something happens, after 
some drama, then people are ready to 
question,” she said. “And then there’s a 
certain point where they stop because 
(they feel) it’s been too long.”
Orrin, a member of the Jewish 
Student Union, said he feels people at 
SJSU aren’t as outward in expressing 
their cultural or religious views as 
students at other schools. He said he 
attended Rutgers University prior to 
coming to SJSU and said it seems like 
people on the East Coast are more 
vocal about what they’re thinking.
“When people don’t necessarily 
vocalize their feelings of negativity, 
you can’t defend yourself against them. 
Because they say, ‘All Jews steal, and 
that’s why I think you’re a thief.’ Well, 
if you said that, I could say that I 
could defend that,” Orrin said. “But 
if someone just keeps that inside and 
says, ‘You know what, I think they’re 
all shady,’ and doesn’t ever question or 
vocalize their views, no one can defend 
against them.”
Junior history major Matt St. Lezin 
said he admires those who are proud of 
their religions.
“I think it’s actually kind of nice 
that they actually wear their religious 
stuff without feeling too self-conscious 
about it,” he said.
Christina Martinez, a junior 
majoring in business, said people are 
free to physically demonstrate their 
religion if they choose.
“It’s their religion. They should be 
able to express it,” she said.
Orrin said he feels that students at 
SJSU are diverse but are all connected 
because of the unifying thread of 
education.
“At the end of the day, we’re all 
here to learn something as students,” 
he said. “The economic diversity and 
the cultural diversity of this campus 
provides for an environment where 
everyone’s more focused on what’s 
important in life: graduating, peace, 
love, getting laid, etc., etc., rather than, 
‘I hate you because X, Y and Z.’ ”
RELIGION  | Students fi nd Bay Area tolerant
Jana Abdelgawad, a junior communications major, is wearing the tra-
ditional Muslim hijab Wednesday outside the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
Joint Library.
Daniel Miranda /  Daily Staff
“Clothes may 
conveniently identify 
targets for suspicion, 
ridicule or even 
hostility.”  
 David Asquith, 
associate professor of 
sociology
continued from page 1
Robert Sherwood puts the fi nishing touches on his 3-D concepts wire art project Tuesday afternoon in the Art 
building. Sherwood, a junior art major, said he was inspired to create a fetus in an egg out of wire after see-
ing a photograph of one taken by microscopic photographer Lennart Nilsson on the Internet.
Stacey Ruesch /  Daily Staff
3-D|  ‘They’re not that hard to make ...’
from the beginning and he had never worked in 3-D design 
before the class.
“They’re not that hard to make once you got the basic 
form down,” Kelm said.
Kelm said he was making a single-cell microorganism 
that feeds off of ocean waste.
“Every time a dolphin goes to the bathroom, that’s good 
for them (microorganisms),” Kelm said.
He said he had been working on his wire model for 
about seven days and added that he enjoys art because of 
the escape it provides him.
“It takes me away from everyday life. People come and 
go, but art is always there. That’s kind of how I look at it,” 
Kelm said.
A couple of the students in the class who are photogra-
phy majors said the project challenged them because they 
are not used to working with their hands.
“It’s very tedious because, for each joint (on the wire 
model), you have to wrap the wire around it,” said Mike 
Breglio, a junior photography major who was making a wire 
model of a virus.
Danny Sanchez, a senior double majoring in photogra-
phy and radio, television and fi lm, said he doesn’t like the 
hands-on projects because he feels he isn’t as creative as 
others in the class, but he does enjoy the challenge.
“I just realized I’m not good at working with my hands. 
It’s just challenging me to work a little harder in a different 
medium,” Sanchez said.
Breglio said in its fi rst project, the class worked with 
plaster, which was easier for him because he was able to 
make a more abstract form.
Sanchez said their next project will involve working 
with wood, and they will be making birdhouses that will be 
auctioned off for a charity.
“I think it’s great that we’re going to do something with 
our projects instead of just having them sit there,” said 
Carsten, a student in the 3-D concepts class. 
Cunniff, a graduate student in spatial arts who is teach-
ing the 3-D concepts class, said the money raised at the 
annual auction being held in May will be for a charity that 
helps neglected and abused children.
She said last year one of the birdhouses sold for $1,300.
continued from page 1
fund-raising efforts in the works to help offset the cost of 
traveling to Washington, D.C.
Those attending are paying most of their own expenses 
out-of-pocket, Jackson said, or from scholarships from the 
local Planned Parenthood, the Santa Clara County Pro-
Choice Coalition or the California sector of the National 
Organization for Women.
She said the money raised at the event is intended to 
supplement those funds and to help pay hotel expenses.
“Young women care about this issue (freedom of choice), 
too,” Jackson said. “We’re doing it to not only help get our 
organization and our students over to the march but also 
to raise awareness about choice. And also for students who 
can’t make it for whatever reason … that way that their 
message is being heard.”
continued from page 1
GAMBLING |  ‘It’s not a healthy situation’
MARCH  |  Funds raised supplement expenses
continued from page 1
NCAA Web site. 
John Vuong, a senior majoring in 
business and marketing who doesn’t 
follow college basketball, said he 
doesn’t think it’s a big issue.
“In college sports, it’s more about 
the competition of the game than the 
hype of the gambling,” Vuong said. 
“They are playing for the love of the 
game.”
The athletes themselves may be 
playing “for the love of the game,” but 
how much pressure do they experience 
while playing during the intensive 
month?
Johnson said before someone 
might put $1 in the pool and it was 
innocent. 
“Today, millions of dollars are on 
the line, and I am just borrowing this 
fi gure from what I hear on ESPN,” 
Johnson said.  
Johnson also said he heard on 
ESPN that 70 percent of the people 
who watch the game have money on 
it. 
“There are spreads (brackets) listed 
on every major sports page,” Johnson 
said. “It’s not a healthy situation.”
The ESPN Tournament Challenge 
even allows people to sign up for 
the tournament and download the 
brackets from the Web site. 
Christopher Fiock, a junior 
majoring in nursing, said he is not into 
gambling, but in general if it’s a small 
friendly competition between friends, 
he doesn’t see the harm in it.
Sgt. Laws who disagrees said, “It 
(betting) distracts from the educational 
mission of the university. It turns them 
(athletes) into money machines and 
(universities into) athlete mills.”
     By Claudia Plascencia 
Daily Staff Writer
Situated next to an auto repair 
garage and across the street from a 
parking garage, this restaurant is a pop 
of color and fl avor in this dark, narrow 
street.
Chacho’s Mexican Restaurant, 
located at 18 S. Almaden Ave. in 
downtown San Jose, is hard to miss 
with its vibrant colors — from the 
red, blue and green Christmas lights 
hanging along the front to the mural 
of a “zoot suit” painted on the wall 
next to the entrance.
Inside, the fl avors of Mexico come 
alive in both the food and the décor. 
The walls of Chacho’s are painted a 
bright orange, and hanging from the 
ceiling are silver three-dimensional 
stars somewhat resembling mini pi-
ñatas. 
The restaurant did not have much 
of a crowd Saturday night, so being 
seated was no problem. 
The menu at Chacho’s has a big 
selection and a surprising number 
of traditional Mexican dishes that 
cannot usually be found at Mexican 
restaurants.
Chacho’s has many caldos (stews) 
that are often served at many Mexican 
dinner tables but are sometimes hard 
to fi nd at restaurants or taquerias. 
Chacho’s serves caldo de res (beef 
stew) ($7.50 to $8.95), caldo de 
albondigas (meatball stew) ($7.50 
to $8.95) and caldo de calabacitas 
(zucchini stew) ($4.25).
The breakfast and lunch menus 
also have a good selection of dishes 
reminiscent of homemade Mexican 
food, such as chilaquiles (corn tortilla 
casserole) and chile relleno, a large 
cheese-stuffed chile dipped in egg 
batter before being fried.
As an appetizer, the jalapenitos 
($7.95) are tasty and not too spicy 
for those who can’t handle too much 
heat. The seeds are removed from the 
jalapeno chile, and cream cheese is 
added to the inside. 
The chile is then breaded and fried 
to a crisp. Served with sour cream, as 
you bite into it the cream cheese melts 
in your mouth to make it a chile that 
you just can’t put down.
Of course, chips and salsa are also 
brought to the table. No good Mexican 
restaurant would be complete without 
them, but with jalapenitos, you can 
forget about the chips and salsa.
For dinner, Chacho’s specialty is 
defi nitely their fajitas, served with 
tortillas, rice, beans, sour cream, 
guacamole and pico de gallo (tomato, 
cilantro and onion salsa). 
They are mouthwatering and, 
although a bit spicy, will leave you 
wanting more.
Chacho’s serves beef, chicken or 
shrimp fajitas ($12.95) or combo 
fajitas ($14.95), which are a choice of 
two of the three meats.
The combo fajitas (beef and 
shrimp) were brought to the table in 
no time. While waiting, we glanced at 
the photographs of old Mexico during 
the Mexican revolution that line one 
of the walls in the restaurant.
About 10 minutes later, a sizzling 
iron skillet of beef and shrimp, smoth-
ered in chile sauce with onions and 
bell peppers sprinkled throughout, 
arrived at the table.
Then the fun part begins of not 
only eating the fajitas, but also making 
our own customized tacos.
With these fl avorful fajitas, all 
that is really needed is the tortilla and 
maybe a little guacamole.
The beef is so tender and juicy it 
tastes as if it just came off the grill 
after being marinated for hours in 
what Chacho’s calls their secret blend 
of spices.
The fl avors of the chile sauce wake 
up your mouth like a mariachi band 
playing at your window in the middle 
of the night.
The spiciness is balanced out by a 
hint of sweetness, perhaps from the 
type of chile used, toward the last few 
bites in this dish, a surprising treat 
after the initial heat.
The heat is nothing to be scared of 
as it only enhances the dish and leaves 
your taste buds calling out for more.
Although the strips of savory beef 
are enough to leave almost anyone’s 
stomach as happy as a piñata fi lled 
with candy, there could have been a 
few more shrimp, though the three 
served were grilled to perfection.
The rice and beans on the side were 
disappointing as they had absolutely 
no fl avor and didn’t compare to the 
scrumptious explosion in my mouth 
caused by the fajitas.
The rice and beans are really not 
needed though, because the fajitas 
alone are worth the trip to Chacho’s 
Restaurant.
Compared to some other Mexican 
restaurants and taquerias in the 
downtown area, Chacho’s has a unique 
selection of traditional dishes and is a 
great place to have a casual dinner 
before a night out at the clubs and 
bars of downtown San Jose.
Chacho’s Mexican Restaurant is 
open Monday through Friday 9 a.m. 
to 10 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. to 11 
p.m. but is closed on Sunday.
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Music
Chayanne is coming to the 
Event Center at San Jose State 
University, April 17. Tickets 
are $40 to $65. Tickets avail-
able at Ticketmaster.
The Strokes will perform at 
the Warfield April 8 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $25 and available 
at (408) 998-TIXS. 
Beyonce, Alicia Keys and Missy 
Elliot are scheduled to per-
form April 18 at 7 p.m. at the 
Oakland Arena and April 20 
at 7 p.m. Tickets available at 
Ticketmaster.
Blink-182 and No Doubt 
will perform at the Shoreline 
Amphitheatre in Mountain 
View on June 19 at 7 p.m. 
Tickets are now on sale 
and available through 
Ticketmaster, starting at 
$48.75.
The Vines and Jet are perform-
ing at the Warfield April 11 
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20. For 
more information, call (408) 
998-TIXS.
The Offspring are coming to 
the Warfield April 15 at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $27.25 and 
go on sale Sunday. For more 
information, call (408) 998-
TIXS.
N*E*R*D and Black Eyed Peas 
will perform at the Warfield in 
San Francisco on March 29. 
Show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $25 to $40. For more 
information, call (415) 371-
5500.
Kid Rock will be at the HP 
Pavilion in San Jose April 23 
at 8 p.m. For tickets, call (408) 
287-9200. Tickets are $35.
Annie Lennox and Sting are 
performing in Mountain View 
Oct. 2. Tickets go on sale 
Sunday. Available through 
Ticketmaster.
Kuumbwa Jazz Center pres-
ents the Caribbean Jazz 
Project March 29 at 7 p.m. 
Dinner is served at 6 p.m. 
Tickets are $20 advanced, $23 
at the door. For more informa-
tion, call (831) 468-3399.
Misc.
The 22nd San Francisco 
International Asian American 
Film Festival starts today in 
San Jose. Tickets can be pur-
chased in person from Camera 
3 Cinemas in San Jose, or call 
tickets.com at (415) 478-2277. 
Prices are $8 for students. 
Visit www.naatanet.org/
festival.
Vintage Volkswagen Club 
of America is sponsoring a 
Volkswagen Car Show, Swap 
Meet and Toy Show April 18 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the 
San Jose Historical Musuem.  
For more information, call 
(408) 683-0154.
Aundrea Lacy, CEO of Luv’s 
Brownies, will be available for 
book signing at the Mosaic 
Cross Cultural Center in the 
Student Union on Tuesday at 
5:30 p.m. For more informa-
tion, call (408)924-6255.
Comedy
The San Jose Improv is hosting 
Gabriel Iglesias this weekend. 
His first show starts at 8 p.m. 
today. Tickets are $18 to $22. 
Call (408) 280-7475. The 
Improv is located at 62 So. 
Second St.
By Claire Taylor
Daily Staff Writer
With the warm sun treating us 
to some appreciated heat, students 
might want a refreshing alcoholic 
beverage to cool them down. Beer, 
the old standard, is an inexpensive 
and easy drink of choice for many 
college students.
Located just across the street 
from campus, Peanuts Cafe offers 
Bud Lite, Budweiser and Red Wolf 
on tap during happy hour from 2 
p.m. to 4 p.m. every day. 
During happy hour, a mug is just 
$1.25 and a pitcher is $4.95.
Michelob is also offered on tap 
for $1.85 a mug and import beers 
Moosehead and Corona are sold for 
$2.45 a mug and Heineken is $2.65 
a mug.
While drinking Budweiser, I 
could hardly tell I was drinking beer, 
as I typically drink heartier beers or 
ales.
Budweiser is a watery, mild beer, 
unlikely to disgust even those most 
opposed to the taste of beer. It does 
have a slightly bitter aftertaste but 
could easily pass for a somewhat 
funky-tasting soda water.
It’s easy to forget one is consum-
ing alcohol while drinking Bud, 
and I wouldn’t recommend visiting 
Peanuts’ bar before heading to class. 
As your typical lightweight, I 
immediately felt the bubbles rising 
into my head and my body clearly 
warmed after fi nishing the 12 oz. 
mug.
On St. Patrick’s Day, owner 
Myun Sik Chang said the restaurant 
ran out of Bud Lite, emptying about 
fi ve-and-a-half kegs by 7 p.m. 
He said Bud Lite is the highest-
selling beer at his establishment.
Chang said he tries to offer beer 
and food at a low price to fi t the 
budget of the student population. 
He said he is looking to add more 
beers to his menu, such as Guinness.
Four wine choices are also avail-
able with discounted prices during 
happy hour.
Peanuts Cafe is located at 275 
E. San Fernando St. and is open 
from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday, 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 
p.m. Friday, and 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Saturday.
Drink 
of the 
Week
Daniel Miranda /  Daily Staff
Peanuts Café offers a pitcher 
of Budweiser for $4.95 during 
happy hour from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
It is located across from campus 
at 275 E. San Fernando St.
Mexican home cookin’ served
Photos by Stacey Ruesch / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Chacho’s waiter Alex Duenas prepares to deliver steaming plates of fajitas, right, and enchiladas 
to customers Monday afternoon. Chacho’s serves homestyle Mexican food and is located at 18 S. Almaden 
Ave. in San Jose. BOTTOM LEFT: Colorful decor can be found at Chacho’s Mexican Restaurant. This homestyle 
restaurant is open Monday through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m. 
to 11 p.m.
Los Angeles-based band releases 
album, shares life and love stories 
REVIEW
By Maria Villalobos
Daily Staff Writer
“Some Truth & A Little Money” is 
a perfect title for the Bloody Lovelies’ 
new compact disc.
From an outsider listening in, it of-
fers some truth into their music, which 
has a quirky, fresh sound to it, to make 
a little money.
The Los Angeles-based band is 
singer-writer-pianist Randy Wooten, 
bassist Eric Holden, guitarist Lance 
Konerth and drummer Craig Ma-
cintyre. They give the band a clean 
sound.
Holden, who co-writes, said Woo-
ten fi rst put the band together while 
at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, 
Tenn.
“His band was a college, musical 
experience,” Holden said. “He 
reformed it when he came out to the 
West Coast.”
Holden and Macintyre, both from 
Massachusetts, and Konerth, from 
New York, hooked up with Wooten in 
the late 1990s in Los Angeles. 
Holden said they work well 
together because they have a similar 
interest in music.
Nate Hyden, a publicist for the 
Bloody Lovelies, said the band’s 
music is a mix between rock and 
modern rock.
Holden said they joined forces with 
friend Joe Ross and formed an inde-
pendent label called Cheap Lullaby 
Records to produce their own music 
and to avoid commercialism.
Wooten said they have a mix of 
different ages as fans.
“We have older people who get into 
our music because it reminds them of 
classic rock,” Wooten said, “and then 
we have kids in junior high — it’s a 
bizarre mix of fans.”
A fi rst listen of the band’s debut 
album may not send immediate chills 
down your spine. 
However, continue to listen and the 
music will grow on 
you just as Wooten’s 
love-inspired lyrics 
do.
The lyrics are 
original and honest 
and work well 
because they ring 
through with sim-
plicity and harmony. 
The guitar and bass 
seem to add a deep 
rhythm that sounds 
like rockabilly. 
The drum gives 
a little edgy kick 
to keep the listener 
moving along, and Wooten’s piano is 
a sweet addition and the heart of the 
band’s music. 
This rare combination gives fl avor 
to the band’s unique sound.
The tracks that stand out are 
“Lonely Town,” “Hologram” and 
“Star.”
“We sort of thought, initially, 
‘Star’ would be kind of a fan favorite 
because it’s a little quirky and catchy,” 
Wooten said. 
“But usually what people tell us is 
that their favorite song (on the album) 
changes day to day.” 
“Lonely Town” describes, “Purple 
desert skies just hover inside me and 
take me down … ”
The lyrics tell 
a story and paint 
a picture as the 
sound of the guitar 
lingers on and the 
piano gently taps 
along to leave a 
dream-like image 
of loneliness and 
love.
Wooten said a 
lot of the songs he 
writes are inspired 
by love, and this 
particular time 
he said he was 
leaving Las Vegas just after he and his 
girlfriend broke up and after he lost a 
lot of money.
“I (recalled) driving to Las Vegas 
from Los Angeles, and the image of 
the sunset made me write,” Wooten 
said. “It sounds cheesy, but it fi t.”
Wooten said various infl uences 
contribute to the band’s sound.
“On the surface, there’s lots of the 
Beatles and David Bowie,” Wooten 
said. “But a little further down, there’s 
old Motown, Tom Waits and Cole 
Porter. We also love new stuff like the 
Shins and Rufus Wainwright.”
“Hologram” is the fi rst song that 
offers listeners a chance to latch onto 
its upbeat sound. “Star” sounds like 
it should be on the soundtrack of a 
Quentin Tarantino fi lm. 
Wooten’s voice is strong and raspy 
and at times sounds downright sexy. 
The guitar and bass belt out a cool 
rhythm to add a spicy fl avor to the 
album.
“The piano is the center of their 
songs, and the music totally grows on 
you,” Hyden said. 
“After you hear them, you’ll fi nd 
yourself humming and singing all 
day.”
Wooten said he doesn’t feel com-
fortable being called a songwriter.
“I’m more like a song maker-up-
per,” Wooten said. 
“I don’t really have a style or a 
system. I just kind of start playing and 
singing and try to fi lter myself as little 
as possible.”
REVIEW
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products 
or services advertised below 
nor is there any guarantee 
implied. The classified col-
umns of the Spartan Daily 
consist of paid advertis-
ing and offerings are not 
approved or verified by the 
newspaper
EMPLOYMENT
NON-PROFIT ORG. seeks 
Accting Clerk A/P, A/R. Accting/
Finance majors. P/T 20 hrs/wk
$10/hr. Must be eligible for 
workstudy. 2 openings. Fax 
resume to 408-423-6430 Attn: 
Maggie B.
SOCCER, BASKETBALL,
Chess & Chinese! Instructors
needed. Call 408-202-0357
GREAT WEEKEND JOB!
$10/hr. Need enthusiasm to 
hold sign to direct buyers to 
new homes. Must have trans-
portation. Hiring immediately 
for San Jose area. Call 800-
343-8368.
TEACHERS, SUBS & 
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? 
Join the team at Small World 
Schools, get great experience 
WORKING WITH CHILDREN 
AGES 5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers competitive pay, health 
benefits for 30+ hrs, excel-
lent training & a fun work 
environment.We can often offer 
flex. hrs. around your school 
schedule. This is a great job 
for both men and women. Call 
408-283-9200 ext. 10 or fax 
resume to 408-283-9201.
MARKETING & ADV. MGR.
Creative genius, energetic 
& motivated to make lots of 
money with Real Estate Co. 
Knows how to, what to & where 
to advertise to get maximum 
home sellers leads. Flex hrs. 
Jeffrey 408-241-8160
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available. M-F, PT/FT, 10am-
7pm. Flexible schedule. 
Detailed order puller. $8.00/hr. 
Apply in person M-F, 8am-5pm.
Golden State T’s, Inc. 1404 So. 
7th St. San Jose. Corner of 7th 
& Alma. No phone calls please.
FUN JOB!       CALL NOW!
Parttime work with flexible hours  
(5-30 hours per week) 
Customer sales/service positions
•HIGH STARTING PAY 
•Internships possible
•All majors may apply
•Scholarships awarded annually
•Some conditions apply
•No experience necessary
•Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now! 
CALL 615-1500 10am- 4 pm 
*www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
HIRING 2+ people w/strong 
presentation skills to work as 
a Maytag Specialist at a retail 
store in Sunnyvale,Fremont. 
Communications, theatre, bus. 
majors preferred. Salary $16-
$18/hr. Approx. 17 hrs/wknd-
Fri, Sat & Sun. Fax cover & 
resume: (909) 494-7799 or
kkamansky@msn.com
CHILDCARE: P/T in the 
Evergreen area. Help with 
homework, play dates, drive 
to activities, arts & crafts, etc. 
Must have clean DMV & refs. 
(408) 691-0495
PAINTERS WANTED $8-15/hr.
PT/FT positions available. Call
Billy after 8pm: 408-482-1492
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL 
help needed for small exclusive 
shop & kennel. P/T, Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, honest, able 
to do physical work. Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will train. 
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 
Fax resume to 408-377-0109 
or Call 371-9115
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
 Perfect for Students!
  Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or     
van Heavy lifting is required      
408-292-7876
RECREATION JOBS AT THE 
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA 
REC DEPT. Positions Open 
Now For Leaders. Afterschool 
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care 
Recreation/ Enrichment 
Programs. P/T, M-F 2-6pm & T-
TH 2-6pm Positions available. 
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32 hour, 
starting depending on exp. No 
ECE units req. Call Kathy 408-
867-6348 
OPPORTUNITY to work w/teens
w/developmental disabilities in 
San Jose. PT–must have com-
pleted 6 ECE units. $9.78/hr, 
Mon-Tue-Thur, 2–5:30pm. Call 
Yusdivia 408-295-0228. Send 
res. to jobs@esba.org or fax 
408-275-9858 or mail 180 Grand 
Ave Ste 300 Oakland 94612. EOE 
NANNY WANTED–Los Gatos
mom seeking PT nanny who
loves children. 2 days/wk. Flex. 
hours & days. Holly 892-4940.
VALET PARKING Now hiring 
for Part-time positions in the 
San Jose & Los Gatos area. We 
provide valet service for hotels 
and special events. Flexible 
schedules, mostly evenings and 
weekends. Must be neat, well 
groomed, & be able to provide 
excellent customer service. 
Applicants must be able to drive 
a 5-speed transmission and have 
a valid CDL with a good DMV 
record. Starting pay is $7.00/hr 
plus tips. Please call 925-934-
7275 Signature Parking Services
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER:  Hope 
Services needs live-in caregiv-
ers for persons with devel-
opmental disabilities in San 
Jose. Qualified applicants will 
have a CDL, auto insurance, 
a clean DMV record, and a 
car. Professional or personal 
experience working with some-
one with a disability is a plus. 
Interest and a caring attitude 
are essential. Caregivers earn 
hrly wage to be available to 
support the client’s needs 9pm 
-9am, 5 nights/wk, & pay small 
fee for rent. To apply call Carly 
@ 408-282-0433  or email 
cwells @ hopeservices.org. All 
majors welcome! EOE/AA Visit 
www.hopeservice.org to learn 
more about HOPE
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals to work at nearby 
malls and private events. FT/PT
available. We will work around 
your busy school schedule. 
Must have clean DMV. Lots of 
fun & earn good money. Call 
408-867-7275.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18–31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your 
body disposes monthly. 
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now 
818-832-1494
LIFEGUARDS- Instructional 
Lifeguards- Aquatic 
Specialists. Easter Seals 
Bay Area seeks part or full 
time in San Jose.Mon–Sat 
$10.30–13.50hr.Call Elise 
408-295-0228. Resume : 
jobs@esba.org or Fax 408-
275-9858 or mail 730 Empey 
Way San Jose 95128
           SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reli-
ably exacting. I will meet your 
deadline.
CALL Grace 831-252-1108 or 
evagrace@aol.com
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL 
Writer/Editor. Term papers, 
theses, reports. 12 yrs. busi-
ness & technical experience. 
Accurate & efficient. I also do 
newsletters & resumes. Ellen:
408-972-0319
FRATERNITIES • SORORITIES 
• CLUBS • STUDENT GROUPS 
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
CampusFundraiser 3 hour 
fundraising event. Our free 
programs make fundraising 
easy with no risks. Fundrais-
ing dates are filling quickly, so 
getwith the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser @
 (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Occasion, digital photography 
services or graphic design? 
Infinite Visions has great deals 
on weddings, quinceaneras, 
graduations, or any special 
event video need. Picture port-
folios are also available at a 
low cost. Put a slide show of 
your pictures on DVD with your 
favorite song playing at the 
same time. For more info. call: 
408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710
PRICE FAMILY CHILD CARE
Let your child grow with us. 
10+ years experience. For 
rates and availability call 408-
293-9707 or 691-0111.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per year
Save 30%–60%. For info call:
  1-800-655-3225 or
 www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com
FREE BOOK on Past Lives, 
Dreams and Soul Travel from 
ECKANKAR. Call toll-free 
recording 1-877-411-1800 or  
www.eckankar.org/Free Book
OPPORTUNITIES
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-125 & more per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
Bartender trainees needed
$250/day potential. Local 
positions. 1-800-293-3985 X559
MAKE MONEY taking OnLine 
Surveys. Earn $10-125 for 
Srvys. $25-250 for Focus Grps.
www.cash4students.com/sjsu
SHARED HOUSING
*******************************
SJSU INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE
For American and International 
Students. 
Fun and Friendly Environment 
5 minute walk to campus 
Wireless Internet 
Well-equipped kitchen 
Computer and Study rooms 
2 pianos and game rooms 
Laundry facilities 
Parking
 Call 924-6570 or stop by for 
a tour. Check our website 
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse
 360 S. 11th Street (between 
San Carlos & San Salvador)
*********************************
2 RMS AVAIL IN 4BDRM HSE.
1 w/prvt ba. 15 min from SJSU. 
Full access: Kit, Lvgrm, Dngrm, 
Lrg Bkyrd. W/D on site. Non- 
smoker. 408-528-0411
ROOM FOR RENT: Female, 
non-smoker. 3 Bd. home, nice, 
quiet neighborhood. 1 blk to 
Lt rail. W/D $425/mo. inc. utl. 
$300 dep. 408-265-6381
RENTAL HOUSING
DUPLEX 524 San Salvador/11th. 
Walk to school. Ref. 1 bd 1 ba.
Upstairs. Gar. $895 264-0871
  WWWBOBBASSORJP.COM
STUDIO APT. FOR RENT
located in bustling Downtown,
this apartment is just blocks
away from SJSU making it 
perfect for students. Further
conveniences this apt. includes
are laundry facilities & easy
access to Bay Area freeways
Please contact John at (408)
947-0803 for showing.
LIVE 1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
Large 2b/1.5ba on 9th. $1095
Quiet/New Remodel. 309-9554
2 Bdrm Apartment-$1100/mo.
*     Move-in Bonus
*     Security type Building
*     Secure Prking, Laundry
*     Close to Campus
*     Modern Building
*     Recent Remodel
Village Apartments 
576 S. Fifth St. (408) 295-6893
DOWNTOWN APT. FOR RENT 
For as little as $745.00/mo. 
a newly remodeled 1bd/1ba 
apartment could be yours! 
Located near SJSU in bustling 
Downtown, making it perfect 
for students. Further conve-
niences this apartment includes 
are laundry facilities and easy 
access to Bay Area freeways. 
Please contact John at 408-
947-0803 for showing. 
*GREAT FOR ROOMMATES!!* 
Large 3 bd-$1199/mo. Large 2 
bd-$999/mo. Large 1 bd-$749/
mo. Will work with you on 
deposit. 2 blocks from SJSU. 
Water/Trash paid. Parking avail-
able. Washer/ Dryer on site. 
Cats OK. Well managed stu-
dent bldg. 408-378-1409.
DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE 
Spanish Revival charm. We 
are looking for a long term, 
financially responsible person 
who is clean, quiet & sober. 1 
bedroom with den, hardwood 
floors. This S.F. style flat has a 
yard plus 1 off-street parking. 
Individual private front & rear 
entrances. $900+/-. 551–553 
So. 6th St. Look, then call 408-
286-0596
N.16TH STUDIO. Ref. PD. W/
T/Y/PGE. #556 Guest House. 
$895.00, W/D. Yard. 264-0871 
BOBBASSORJP.COM
TIRED OF SHARING 
           A BATHROOM??  
Come see our huge 2 bed-
room, 2 full bath, over 1000 
sq. foot apartment. Walking 
distance to campus. Newly 
Remodeled. Parking. Security 
Gate. Substantially larger than 
others! $1195/mo. 408-947-0803
PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
Certain advertisements in 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete infor-
mation before sending money 
for goods or services.  In addi-
tion, readers should carefully 
investigate all firms offering 
employment listings or cou-
pons for discount vacations 
or merchandise.
By Zakk Jones
Daily Staff Writer
It’s a curious beast, the human psyche.
The things we think we know, the memories we couldn’t 
dream of discarding — they have a nasty way of turning on us 
when the bottoms of our well-kept worlds suddenly fall out.
So discovers Joel Barish in “Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind,” a fi lm that knows what it’s talking about but 
miraculously avoids the cynical pretenses and moralizing that 
other supposedly “brainy” movies like to revel in.
The fi lm opens with Joel ( Jim Carrey, in probably his most 
by-the-book role to date) waking up. His expression says 
enough, but the fact that his normal sleeping arrangement 
involves a hide-a-bed says volumes.
Joel’s day is not starting out rosy. His car is severely dented, 
and for some reason, the prospect of going to work just doesn’t 
appeal to him this particular morning.
So he hops on a train to the beach, which confuses Joel, 
because he never was known to let knee-jerk impulses get the 
best of him. But for today, he submits to them. As the movie 
unfolds, we fi nd out why — and how.
The other character in this soon-to-be-tangled web is 
Clementine (Kate Winslet), a free spirit who could be the fi rst 
leading lady in fi lmdom with “mood hair.”
We learn that Joel and Clementine were once a very happy 
couple but had a particularly painful falling out. Joel tries to 
mend the relationship, only to fi nd out that Clementine has had 
every last memory of Joel zapped via an unorthodox medical 
procedure developed by one Dr. Howard Mierzwiak (Tom 
Wilkinson).
Crushed, Joel decides to go through the memory wipe him-
self, perhaps as much to achieve some petty measure of revenge 
as to alleviate the heartache. From there, the fi lm takes place 
on two planes — the real world and that of Joel’s subconscious, 
where he begins to resist the treatment and tries to retain any 
recollection at all of his relationship with Clementine.
This gives way to some of the most bizarre, exhilarating and 
effective imagery that the fi lm has to offer. Director Michel 
Gondry, who made a name for himself directing music videos, 
envisions the kind of world that really might exist only in 
memory. Cars fall out of the sky. People’s faces disappear. In 
a bookstore, the covers and spines of merchandise slowly fade 
until we are left with shelves of pitch white.
Meanwhile, on the plane of our own existence, two techni-
cians, Stan (Mark Ruffalo) and Patrick (Elijah Wood), zap 
Joel’s memories one by one. We fi nd out that Patrick began to 
fancy Clementine as she was undergoing the procedure and has 
been using items from Joel’s past to woo her.
If this sounds like heady material to tackle, then it ought 
to come as no surprise that “Eternal Sunshine” was penned 
by Charlie Kaufman, who with past fi lms such as “Being John 
Malkovich” and “Adaptation,” has proven that he is not only a 
fountain for this kind of stuff but can handle it as well. 
A lot of sci-fi  fare tends to be too caught up in its concepts to 
contain something truly tangible, but Kaufman never loses sight 
of what’s really at stake here, no matter how cool his ideas are.
Much of the movie is disorienting and otherworldly, but 
both Gondry and Kaufman have steady hands and cull their 
efforts to make something that, if a little weird, still manages to 
contain plenty of truth about relationships.
They do, of course, get generous help from the cast, namely 
the two leads, who turn in the kinds of performances that will 
fi nally force audiences to take them seriously.
“Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind” opens today at 
theaters nationwide.
By Zakk Jones
Daily Staff Writer
As the release of the latest col-
laboration between writer Charlie 
Kaufman and director Michel 
Gondry — the fi lm “Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind” 
— approached, the two took time 
out of their busy schedules to talk 
about the fi lm and discuss the 
process of fi lmmaking in general.
Kaufman, whose past scripts 
include the acclaimed “Being John 
Malkovich” and “Adaptation,” said 
he doesn’t think much about the 
popularity he has gained because of 
his work on those fi lms.
“It doesn’t feel like anything. 
I don’t think about it,” he said. “I 
have no control over that, one way 
or the other, so I just kind of go 
about my business.”
Kaufman said that he and Gon-
dry met through Spike Jonze, who 
directed “Malkovich” and “Adapta-
tion.” They worked together for 
2000’s “Human Nature” then went 
to work together again for “Eternal 
Sunshine.”
Speaking about his experiences 
writing, Kaufman ascribed a great 
deal of importance to having a 
humane center.
“I think you can be as outland-
ish as you want or as surreal as you 
want as long as the characters are 
based in something real,” he said. 
“You can put them in any situation 
or any reality as long as their reac-
tions have something to do with 
human beings.”
Gondry said he became 
interested in animation when 
he was younger. He purchased a 
camera about 20 years ago and 
began “constructing little scenes,” 
he said through a very thick French 
accent.
“As long as it’s a creative 
process, I’m interested,” he said. 
“What interests me is (trying) 
something with the camera and 
then (projecting it) and (seeing the 
result).”
Gondry used a piece of paper 
to illustrate his fascination with 
fi lmmaking.
“If you’d like, you can see inside 
of this piece of paper, the atoms, 
you see dimension, you explore 
dimension, and it’s exciting,” he 
said.
The director said he isn’t preoc-
cupied with being “visually cool.”
“I’m trying to … go where my 
curiosity (pushes) me,” he said.
On writing, Kaufman spoke 
about the challenges faced by 
writers who must choose between 
fi nancial gain and artistic fulfi ll-
ment.
“I honestly think that it’s all sort 
of about intention,” he said, “and if 
your intention is to manipulate 
an audience so that you can make 
more money at the box offi ce, then 
that’s the movie you’re going to 
make, and if your intention is to 
explore something truthfully, then 
that’s what you’ll do, and I don’t 
know if that’s going to necessarily 
be successful … on any terms.
“I mean, it could be a failure 
artistically and certainly com-
mercially, but … to me, that’s 
interesting. I would much rather 
see that failure than the other suc-
cess. I have no interest in the other 
success, and I have no interest in 
that other success even if it were 
mine,” he said.
With regard to “Eternal 
Sunshine,” Kaufman said he and 
Gondry’s intention was to create a 
story that “felt true,” regardless of 
audience reaction.
“It’s certainly daunting, but 
I know I don’t care if people are 
interested. I think I have to be 
interested, and then hopefully 
someone else will be interested,” he 
said. “If you start thinking (about 
what audiences might think) when 
you’re working, then you’re second-
guessing, and you’ll come up with 
something that’s insincere.”
Gondry agreed and spoke about 
some of the resistance he faced as 
the fi lm was being made, particu-
larly concerning the character of 
Clementine.
“To me, it was so important 
that this character was real — and 
dark,” he said, “and it was decided 
that we had to fi ght to preserve 
her because obviously we had a 
lot of (outside interference) that 
was trying to push us to (make her 
more likeable).
“Some people were trying to 
wipe her personality — like the fact 
that she’s drinking at the beginning 
of the story, some executives said, 
‘No, she (shouldn’t be drinking) 
because people won’t like it and 
obviously won’t like her,’ ” he said. 
“To me, the only way you can make 
sure that (a character) would be 
stupid or uninteresting is to try to 
please everyone.”
Writer Kaufman and director Gondry 
share movie-creating values, challenges
‘Eternal Sunshine’ spreads darkness
Photo courtesy of Focus Features
Kate Winslet (left) and Jim Carrey (right) star in Michel 
Gondry’s “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.”
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By Ian Ross
Daily Sports Editor
The Spartan women’s gymnastics 
team fi nds itself in a familiar posi-
tion, entering the Mountain Pacifi c 
Sports Federation championships 
as the top-ranked team, as they did 
last year.
The big difference this year is 
that San Jose State University will 
host the 2004 Mountain Pacifi c 
Sports Federation championships 
this Saturday at 6 p.m. in the Spartan 
Gym in Uchida Hall. 
“It’s huge (to host the meet), 
because you have a bigger fan base 
and that makes it that more much 
motivating,” Spartan gymnast Jen-
nifer Greene said. 
The Spartans captured the top 
ranking this year by averaging a score 
of 194.000, out of a possible 200.000, 
over the course of the season. 
Sacramento State University placed 
second during the regular season, 
averaging a score of 193.680 during 
the regular season. 
The other teams competing are 
Seattle Pacifi c University, the Air 
Force Academy, UC Davis and the 
University of Alaska Anchorage.
Sacramento State is the Spartans’ 
biggest geographic rival and has won 
four conference championships in a 
row. 
“Sac State will be our main com-
petition,” SJSU head coach Wayne 
Wright said. “They’re a good team. 
Whenever we compete against them, 
it brings out the best in both teams.”
The Hornets won the fi rst two 
MPSF championships in 2002 and 
2003 and won the fi nal two Western 
States Independent Conference 
championships before joining the 
MPSF in 2002. 
The Spartans fell just short of 
winning the conference champion-
ships last year, said SJSU sports 
information director and former 
Spartan gymnast Sarah Molaskey. 
Sac State edged out SJSU posting a 
score of 194.925, while the Spartans 
placed second with a 194.500 score.
Sacramento State proved itself 
as a formidable opponent again this 
season.
“Sac State beat us once. Seattle 
Pacifi c actually beat us,” Wright said. 
“They were the only two teams in the 
conference that beat us this year.”
Sacramento State head coach Kim 
Hughes said it’s always tough to go 
out and compete on the road, but he 
feels that his team has one advantage 
— it defeated SJSU in the Spartan 
Gym this year on Feb. 20.
“We feel we have the potential to 
win in that gym,” Hughes said.
As the host team, the Spartans 
will perform the events in the home 
rotation — performing the vault fi rst, 
followed by the uneven bars, the 
beam and fi nally the fl oor routine. 
The other teams will perform the 
four events in different rotations, 
with two teams sitting out during 
each round.
Wright said that will be an 
advantage because that’s the order 
in which the team has competed at 
home all season. 
“We want to fi nish on the fl oor 
because that’s the most dramatic 
event,” he said. “Beam is the hardest 
event to compete last in.”
The Spartans have last year’s 
defending MPSF beam champion 
in sophomore Amberly Klein, who 
scored a 9.875 in 2003.
“Beam is a tough event because 
when you’re nervous, it’s harder to 
stay balanced,” Greene said. 
The Spartans will start the 
competition with their weakest event 
— the vault — Wright said. 
“We’ve been spending more time 
(on vault in practice) giving more 
people an opportunity to compete 
there,” he said.
The Spartans have been working 
on increasing the diffi culty of their 
vaults, Wright said. The maximum 
possible score a judge will award 
depends on the diffi culty of the vault 
the gymnast attempts. 
While vaulting might be SJSU’s 
weakness, Sac State coach Hughes 
said the vault was his team’s strongest 
event. 
“We have good diffi culty on our 
vaults,” he said. “We never counted a 
fall this season.”
Last year, Spartan Dani Albright 
tied for the highest score on the 
vault at the championships, scoring 
a 9.775. 
Albright competed as a senior last 
year, however, and won’t be available 
to help SJSU this weekend.
The Spartans will rely heavily 
on gymnasts Shirla Choy, Greene 
and Greta Leach, Wright said, as 
all three of them will compete in the 
“all-around,” participating in all four 
events for SJSU. 
Choy, a senior, won the individual 
all-around competition at the 2003 
championships, scoring 39.400 total 
in the four events. She also tied for 
fi rst on the bars with a score of 
9.900.
“I haven’t really hit yet this year 
like I did last year,” Choy said. “I just 
want to go out there and give my all 
in every event.”
The championships will mark the 
fi nal home meet of Choy’s collegiate 
career, and she said winning the 
championship would mean a lot.
“We’d be the fi rst (SJSU) team 
ever to win (the MPSF champion-
ship),” she said. “It’s my last year 
here. We want to show everybody 
what San Jose State gymnastics is 
capable of.”
The Spartans head into the cham-
pionships with some momentum, 
having defeated Alaska Anchorage 
on March 12. In that meet, the 
Spartans occupied the top three spots 
in all four events. 
Greene placed fi rst in the vault, 
the beam and the fl oor exercise. Choy 
placed fi rst on the bars and took fi rst 
place in the all-around honors. 
Greene and Leach placed second and 
third respectively.
On March 13, in a rematch with 
Alaska Anchorage, Greene tied 
SJSU’s record on the beam, scoring 
a 9.900. 
Greene said winning the MPSF 
Championship “would be the 
highlight of the season, for sure. It 
would make all the hard work during 
the season worthwhile.”
Photos by Susan D. Reno / Daily Staff
Freshman Greta Leach practices her routine on the uneven bars during practice on Thursday afternoon in the 
Spartan Gym.  The women’s gymnastics team is preparing for the 2004 Mountain Pacifi c Sports Federation 
Championships, which will take place on Saturday at 6 p.m. in the Spartan Gym. Leach is one of three Spar-
tans, with senior Shirla Choy and junior Jennifer Greene, scheduled to compete in all four events for San Jose 
State University. 
Spartan gymnastics team prepares 
to host 2004 MPSF championships
Freshman Brittney Peterson, front, and sophomore Adriane Mertens, 
back, work on the balance beam during gymnastics practice Thursday 
afternoon.  
“It’s my last year 
here. We want to 
show everybody 
what San Jose 
State gymnastics is 
capable of.”
— Shirla Choy,
Senior Spartan 
gymnast
Associated Press
PHOENIX — Eric Chavez had 
no desire to follow Jason Giambi 
and Miguel Tejada out the Oakland 
Athletics’ revolving door.
The A’s fi nally retained one of their 
stars, signing the third baseman to a 
six-year contract extension worth $66 
million on Thursday. Though it’s the 
biggest deal in franchise history, it’s 
slightly less than the probable market 
value for a player with Chavez’s 
combination of statistics, youth and 
potential.
But Chavez wants to be a leader 
and a cornerstone for the A’s, who 
have won three AL West titles during 
four straight playoff seasons — and he 
was willing to make a small fi nancial 
sacrifi ce for the chance.
“It’s a real honor standing here, 
considering the guys that have gone 
by, and I’m the one standing here,” 
Chavez said. “It’s kind of unbelievable, 
really. ... I’m grateful that they see me 
as a centerpiece.”
Chavez, a three-time Gold Glove 
winner and the AL’s top power-hitting 
third baseman last season, would have 
been eligible for free agency after the 
season.
But instead of allowing the 26-
year-old infi elder to follow MVPs 
Giambi and Tejada out of Oakland, 
general manager Billy Beane worked 
out a deal with Dave Stewart, Chavez’s 
agent and Beane’s former teammate 
with the A’s.
“With Chavvy, it was never about 
being the richest guy in the world,” 
Beane said. “In my opinion, with 
all due respect to Mr. Rolen in St. 
Louis, this is the best third baseman 
in baseball. You’re going to make us 
all look very bright over the next few 
years.”
The deal includes a $12.5 million 
club option for 2011 with a $3 million 
buyout. Chavez will make $5.2 million 
this year under his previous contract.
Last season, he had 29 homers 
and 101 RBI — both tops among 
AL third basemen. He also led the A’s 
with a .282 average while establishing 
career highs with 166 hits, 94 runs 
and fi ve triples. He has 134 homers 
over his fi rst fi ve major league seasons 
while surviving the growing pains of 
breaking into the majors at 20.
Manager Ken Macha, the A’s 
bench coach for four seasons until 
his promotion before last season, gave 
Chavez what probably was his fi rst 
major-league nickname: Will Hunt-
ing, after the math prodigy played by 
Matt Damon in his Oscar-winning 
movie.
“When you lay out all the ways 
he can impact a game, he’s got it 
all,” Macha said. “He’s going to be 
a plus guy in the fi eld. If I give him 
the green light a little more, he can 
steal in double digits, no problem. 
Obviously he can hurt you with the 
home run. He’s got a chance to be a 
great player.”
Chavez also is a favorite of A’s 
owner Steve Schott, who has been 
criticized by fans for the tight budget 
that led to the departures of Giambi 
and Tejada. 
Oakland also was unable to re-sign 
free agents Johnny Damon, Keith 
Foulke or Jason Isringhausen — while 
others, such as Ramon Hernandez or 
Billy Koch, were traded before their 
salaries became prohibitive.
“I guess the third time’s the 
charm,” Schott said. “Eric is the 
kind of person we want to keep 
around here for the long-term. We 
are defi nitely out here to keep quality 
players.”
The deal should help to convince 
star pitchers Tim Hudson, Mark 
Mulder and Barry Zito to stay when 
their contracts expire. Hudson is 
signed through 2005, while Mulder 
and Zito will be free agents after the 
2006 season — and the A’s plan to 
make serious attempts to re-sign all 
three.
In exchange for the hometown 
discount, Chavez got one of just 
three contracts of six years or longer 
given out since last season: Tejada 
and St. Louis’ Albert Pujols also 
signed long-term deals.
Chavez’s contract even contains a 
limited no-trade clause — the same 
sticking point that kept Giambi from 
re-signing during the spring training 
before his fi nal season in Oakland. 
Giambi instead got a $120 million, 
seven-year deal from the Yankees.
“The only way you can really 
know how much money you could 
have got is if you take the chance to 
be free,” Stewart said. “In our mind, 
it wasn’t really worth it. You never 
know where you’re going to end up. 
I’m not sure that Miguel Tejada is 
more happy in Baltimore.
“Here, you have a place that you 
know, you have teammates that 
you’ve been around in a place that 
you’ve grown up — and on top of 
that, as (former A’s teammate) Tony 
Phillips would say, you’ve got a pretty 
good piece of pie.”
A’s sign Chavez to a six-year, $66M contract
Twelfth-seeded Manhattan stuns fi fth-seeded Florida 75-60
Associated Press
RALEIGH, N.C. — The little 
team from the Big Apple was every bit 
as good as promised.
Led by 26 points from hotshot 
guard Luis Flores, 12th-seeded 
Manhattan defeated fi fth-seeded 
Florida 75-60 in the fi rst round of the 
NCAA tournament Thursday — an 
“upset” that really wasn’t much of an 
upset at all.
“I know America’s going to look at 
it as an upset, but behind closed doors 
we don’t,” Manhattan forward Dave 
Holmes said. “We know we can play 
with any team on any night.”
Barely beaten in the fi rst round last 
year by eventual champion Syracuse, 
Manhattan (25-5) won its fi rst tourna-
ment game since defeating Oklahoma 
in 1995. The Jaspers advanced to play 
Wake Forest, a 79-78 winner over 
Virginia Commonwealth, in the 
second round of the East Rutherford 
Regional.
Clearly, the Demon Deacons will 
have their hands full.
Coach Bobby Gonzalez, celebrat-
ing his 40th birthday, insisted there 
was no way his Jaspers — who play in 
2,500-seat Draddy Gymnasium that’s 
actually in the Bronx — would feel 
overwhelmed in the big tournament 
against a big-time team from the 
Southeastern Conference.
He was right.
“I told the guys that we’re in a 
5-12 matchup, we’re playing an epic 
team like Florida, this is going to be 
considered a major upset,” Gonzalez 
said. “But I told them if you come 
in worried about the name on the 
other jersey, you really don’t have a 
chance.”
Manhattan’s domination started 
with Flores.
Creating, shooting and scoring 
from everywhere on the fl oor, the 
generously listed 6-foot senior 
showed why he’s the nation’s fi fth-
leading scorer.
With the Jaspers ahead 38-35 
early in the second half, he sand-
wiched two three-pointers around 
a sweet, pull-up 16-footer to push 
the lead to double digits. The fi rst 
three came right after a timeout, on a 
defensive breakdown by Florida that 
left Flores wide open.
“I don’t know how something like 
that can happen,” Donovan said.
